
         Ioannina, Greece 
 

Ioannina….The most beautiful city in the whole world… 

 

Ioannina city is picturesque , it has always been a favorite place from visitors 

because there is magnificent sceneries and a lot of vintage buildings. In the city 

center there are a lot of traditional stores with local delicacies and many other 

sights. To make the most of your stay in Ioannina , you must keep in mind the  

 

following:  

This is one of the best hotels in Ioannina. It is named «Grand Serai-Xenia» and it is 

located in Dodonis avenue in the city center. It is a few meters distance from 

central square. 

What to see in Ioannina 



 

In Ioannina city you can see a lot of thing such as «Perama cave». It is the biggest 

cave and most famous in Greece! Furthermore, you can visit our lake island and the 

castle of «Ali Pasas». In addition you also visit a lot of museus. For instance the 

museum of «Vrellis» with wax effigies and house of «Ali Pasas» in the lake island. 

Where/What to eat 

 

 

One of the best gastronomical and gourmet restaurants-bars is «kyra frosyni-

spuntino». It is located outside the big castle, by the lake in the area «molos» and it 

has a very good view. It serves gourmet-Italian food and drinks/aperitifs. And of 

course there are a lot of restaurants with street food and so many little-traditional 

confectioneries with local sweets such as «diethnes» which it has «baklava» and 

the best chestnut ice cream. 



Where to shop  to  

This is «mixail aggelou» street. There are a lot of stores with clothes and other 

things. Moreover you can buy souvenirs from little stores with magnets and 

keychains. 

What to buy 

 

 



In Ioannina city you can also buy local products such as sweets, wines or souvenirs. 

You can also buy greek coffee from original café grinders in picturesque paths in the 

down-town city. 

 Where to have fun: 

 

In our city you can have your time in special clubs and discos. The best places to have fun  


